


Mesasage  from  CMD

KJK Group is an eminent player in the Diamond, PCD / PCBN, Carbide cutting tools and 
tooling manufacturing Industry. 

KJK Polydiamonds International Pvt Ltd., a member of KJK Group is a well reckoned 
company, pioneering and offering Hi-Q tooling solutions to all our esteemed customers in 
industrial sectors viz., Precision engineering, Automobile, Aircraft and Aerospace 
establishments. 

Customer satisfaction is the fulcrum to KJK’s success, and our customers strength. 

KJK offers services starting from technical and viability studies, application 
engineering, suggestions, design, customer approvals, order booking, on-dot-delivery of 
high quality products, after sales service to the full satisfaction of our customers, who look 
forward to KJK for the business development. 

KJK’s main and important objective is to be a responsible organization, maintaining high 
standard of integrity and safety, ever lasting relationship with our customers and helping 
them to execute their businesses profitably through regular customer oriented services.

KJK from its inception is working on continual improvements and achievement of world 
class standards and have been rapidly expanding its product range for the National and 
International markets.

The strong principles and our ongoing efforts at KJK Group are the main motivating 
factors that drive all our employees to make KJK a globally well recognized Diamond, 
PCD / PCBN, Carbide Tools and Tooling company. 

I am sure you will find this edition interesting and beneficial to your business to come 
forward to work with us as STRATEGIC PARTNERS for success. 

For requirement of KJK products and services, kindly send e-mail to: sales@kjkpcd.com
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Mr. K.J.KUMAR

Dear business partners,

KJK Group is an eminent player in the Diamond, PCD / PCBN, Carbide cutting tools 
and tooling manufacturing Industry. 

KJK Polydiamonds International Pvt Ltd., a member of  KJK Group is a well reckoned 
company, pioneering and offering Hi-Q tooling solutions to all our esteemed 
customers in industrial sectors viz., Precision engineering, Automobile, Aircraft and 
Aerospace establishments. 

Customer satisfaction is the fulcrum to KJK’s success, and our customers strength. 

KJK offers services starting from technical and viability studies, application engineering, 
suggestions, design, customer approvals, order booking, on-dot-delivery of  high quality 
products, after sales service to the full satisfaction of  our customers, who look forward 
to KJK for the business development. 

KJK’s main and important objective is to be a responsible organization, maintaining high 
standard of  integrity and safety, ever lasting relationship with our customers and helping 
them to execute their businesses profitably through regular customer oriented services.

KJK from its inception is working on continual improvements and achievement of  world 
class standards and have been rapidly expanding its product range for the 
National and International markets.

The strong principles and our ongoing efforts at KJK Group are the main motivating 
factors that drive all our employees to make KJK a globally well recognized Diamond, 
PCD / PCBN, Carbide Tools and Tooling company. 

I am sure you will find this edition interesting and beneficial to your business to come 
forward to work with us as STRATEGIC PARTNERS for success. For requirement of  
KJK products and services, kindly send e-mail to: sales@kjkpcd.com

Automated Production Lines

CNC Measurement Line

Our Hi-tech factory located at Chennai

KJK Polydiamonds Int’l Pvt.Ltd. 

CMD’s Message
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COMPANY GROWTH STRATEGY

Rebounces in the global business economy during the last years has changed the dynamic state of 
the  Indian  manufacturers.The  common  question  is  "How  to  sustain  in  the  continually  changing 
global markets?.

Thirty years ago, KJK opened its first production unit in Chennai and now at OMR, is one of the largest 
private limited company in the tooling sector and expanded its capacity to supply PCD / CBN / Carbide 
tools to the National and International markets.

KJK is always moving ahead with its high thoughts and innovative ideas in the production of Hi-Q Tools 
for the best of the best industries around the world.

Over the years, KJK has bypassed many hurdles to reach the International market. Even during thetime  
of  recessions  and  global  melt  downs,  KJK  is  moving  ahead,  investing  huge  amounts  in installing  
latest  CNC  machines,  latest  technologies  and  quality  oriented  and  highly  capable manpower, to 
offer zero defect Hi-Q products to all our customers.

The journey of development at KJK is continuing forever ...




